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WELCOME TO MENTAL HEALTH MONTH 2021!

Mental Health Month is a time to support positive mental health
in the ACT Community.
This October you are invited to Navigate your mental health
Trail!
The Trail is about a personal journey you make to support your
own wellbeing, as well as that of those around you.
When you join The Trail many activities you will complete will be
ones that can be done at home, in your own space and your
own time.
The Trail consists of daily activities and weekly themes based
on wellbeing tips that support positive mental health. Complete
the activities at your own pace and check them off as you go!
Once you have checked off your weekly activities, take a picture
of your checklists and email it in, or share it to social media and
tag us to go in the draw to win a Wellbeing Pack from Big W
and Woolworths!
And don’t forget to share your experiences of The Trail with us
on social media - tag us for more chances to win, and we can
even share your posts to our stories to inspire others!

Share The Trail online! Tag us at:

@mentalhealthmonthact
#MentalHealthMonthACT
#NavigateYourMentalHealth
www.mentalhealthmonthact.org
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WHAT'S ON?

Scan the QR Code to stay
up to date on Mental
Health Month ACT events

Join us online for Mental Health Month Opening Ceremony!
In this live stream event Minister for Mental Health Emma
Davidson will officially launch Mental Health Month for 2021.
Other speakers include Violet Sheridan, Minister for Health
Rachel Stephen-Smith and Dr Elizabeth Moore from the Office
of Mental Health and Wellbeing.
When: Friday 1 October 2021, 10:30am
Where: Facebook Live @mentalhealthmonthact

The Wellbeing Priori-Tea aims to bring
people together to have a chat over a cuppa
during Mental Health Month in October.
This year we are asking Canberrans to take a
break in their workplaces and make mental
health a priority by hosting your own
Wellbeing Priori-Tea! It could be a morning
tea, afternoon tea or high tea!
www.mentalhealthmonthact.org/wellbeingprioritea
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WHAT'S ON?

There are many exceptional people and initiatives working to
promote and improve understanding, awareness, service
provision, and the general mental health and wellbeing of the
Canberra community.
The ACT Mental Health Month Awards aim to recognise the
achievements of individuals, groups, organisations, businesses
and initiatives in the area of Mental Health in the ACT.
When: Friday 29 October 2021, 3-5pm
Where: Facebook Live @mentalhealthmonthact
There are an array of community events that are on throughout
October for Mental Health Month in the ACT!
Many of these have switched to online events, or may be
delivered in other creative yet COVID safe ways. Some events
may even continue to run beyond October. To stay up to date
on how these events are being delivered this year scan the QR
code above to see the online calendar!
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WHAT'S ON?

Some of the Mental Health Month Community events are:
Red Flag Canberra Free Mental Health First Aid Course
Mental Health and Centrelink - Your Rights
(Canberra Community Law)
Self care: What’s your oxygen mask? (Wildtalk)
Mindful Art Workshop (Wellways)
4th International This Is My Brave Mental Health Film Festival
Caring for the Carers (Good Shepherd Community Church)
A Healthy Mind for A Happy Life (SAW Association Inc.)
Mental Health First Aid (Catholic Education)
Canberra High School Mental Health Ambassadors Program
Self Care Packs and Snacks (Anglicare)
Shining a light on Depression (Belconnen Community Mens Shed)
A Beary Lovely Morning (ACT MHCN)
Walk for good mental health (Saint Vinnies Compeer Program)
Treat Yourself Day (Burgmann College, ANU)
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COMMUNITY AMBASSADORS

Introducing the Mental Health Month Community
Ambassadors!
These five amazing individuals are stepping up to talk about
their experiences throughout October to confront stigma and
support recovery with a mind to guide and support the mental
health journey of others.
Rose Beard
Rose is a formidable force of hope,
encouragement and recovery.
She is a mental health consumer, and a
carer for her son and is a survivor of
domestic violence, suicide and Ovarian
cancer. Rose lives with severe posttraumatic stress disorder, but her hope and
faith lead her recovery journey. Rose is an
advocate for other's mental health recovery
journey's as a representative and speaker.
Bianca Rosetti
Bianca is a keen advocate and understands
the importance of including the community,
friends, and family when living with mental
health. She works with organisations in
advocacy roles such as Mental Health
Community Coalition ACT, ACT Mental
Health Consumer Network and MieACT
where she helps to identify gaps and work
on solutions to empower the community. For
Bianca being an ambassador is about
empowering people to look at their mental
health and seek support to improve their
daily life.
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COMMUNITY AMBASSADORS

Rose Clifford
Rose lives with anxiety, and was diagnosed
with and recovered from Anorexia Nervosa
during university. She has completed a
double degree in Arts and Psychology,
honours in Psychology and commenced a
PhD in psychology in 2018. Rose volunteers
with several mental health organisations in
Canberra and in 2020 she was named
Young Canberra Citizen of the Year for her
work and advocacy in mental health.
Tim Daly
Tim is a husband and father to two grown up
boys who enjoys AFL, music and travel. His
own living experience centres around
anxiety and depression, and he chose to
become an ambassador to help break the
stigma surrounding mental illness. Tim runs
mental health charity This is My Brave
Australia (TIMBA) and wants to spark further
conversation and action regarding men and
their mental health.

Lana Gee (she/her)
Lana is a 26 year old trans woman from
Melbourne. Lana works in the APS and also
volunteers as a member of the youth
reference group for headspace Tuggeranong,
giving input and advice as to how to best
serve the needs of young people. She lives
with anxiety and depression and through
medication, exercise and emotional self
awareness Lana is able to manage her
mental health and live a happy life.
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MENTAL HEALTH MONTH SUPPORTERS

These public personas from the Canberra community are
lending their voice to support us as we navigate our mental
health this October and beyond.

Unstoppable.org
Unstoppable.org is a collaboration
between Carrie-Ann Lesson, CEO of
suicide prevention charity, Lifeline
ACT, Francis Owusu, CEO and
Founder of youth transformation and
empowerment not-for-profit, Kulture
Break and Timomatic, multi-platinum
Australian performer, in response to
society’s growing anxiety, with the
goal to build resilience and hope
amongst all Australians.

Genevieve Jacobs
Genevieve has been a long-standing
supporter of Mental Health Month,
dedicated to sharing the stories of
lived experience of mental health to
help fight the stigma that too often
comes with the territory. Well-known
to the Canberra community,
Genevieve has been in the media
for 30 years, and dedicates herself
to advocating for community
engagement - a role that she plays
with gusto through Region Media
and RiotACT.
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MENTAL HEALTH MONTH SUPPORTERS

Mirko Milic
Mirko is a keen advocate for
workplace wellbeing, being CEO to
over 400 staff across 8 sites under
his company Janrule, which includes
Canberra Toyota in the ACT. The
business has many levels of
wellbeing care built into their
structure to support staff from
Management through to mechanical
and sales staff on the floor. In a
predominantly male industry, Mirko
knows too well the tendency for men
to avoid talking about their mental
health and hopes to be part of a
movement that highlights the need
to be more proactive in being able to
pick up on issues and support open
conversation.
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WELLBEING

Our wellbeing is the balance in our lives of our physical, mental,
social and emotional health. When we take care of all of these
aspects of our lives we build a positive sense of self and
support our own wellbeing. What are some of the things that
you might find support your positive wellbeing?
Stay active – keeping our body
moving is good for our physical
health, but also for our mental health
and wellbeing. Fresh air, fitness and
movement can bring a sense of
balance and generate endorphins,
as well as help us focus our mind
and live in the moment.

Being Social – Connecting with
people we care about and who care
about us helps maintain a positive
sense of self and belonging.
Engaging with others can also help
us destress, by sharing experiences,
sharing a laugh or enjoying some
quality time.
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Eat well – maintaining a balanced diet is good for our bodies,
our brain function and our mood. Eating more fresh fruit and
vegetables is the simplest way to achieve this and planning
ahead helps you to make sure to put them on the menu.

Good Sleep – getting adequate quality sleep improves mood,
and helps you think more clearly through the day. This can help
in decision making, handling stress and communicating well
with others – as well as just having more energy in your day!

Me Time – Self-care is not selfish. Self-care is vital to maintain
and restore our wellbeing but can be one of the first things to
fall off when life gets busy – make sure to make time for you. It
is important to spend regular time doing something you enjoy
and that brightens your day – paint, read, play games, sing in
the shower or even go for the full spa pamper experience!

When you make your wellbeing a priority, you are more likely to
feel positive, know your worth and relate to others in a more
positive way – all of which cycle back to your wellbeing too!

Head to MIEACT for more resources on self-care for wellbeing:
mieact.org.au/mieact-resources/
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NAVIGATE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH TRAIL
WEEK ONE - GET INTO NATURE

When we get into nature we find a sense of peace, regain some
calm and reduce our stress and anxiety. Green spaces also
help us be more active, take time out for us and promotes a
sense of gratitude. How will you get into nature this week?

Day 1 - Head on a nature trail – Immerse yourself in
nature when you head out for your exercise today.
Head to peopleandparks.org/nature-pact/ or follow
@peopleparks or #naturepact for some ideas.

Day 2 - Breathe Deep – find a space outside where
you can close your eyes and take 5 deep breaths.
(Make sure to comply with mandatory masks in public)

Day 3 - Scavenger Hunt – Be mindful of your
surroundings by taking a closer look. Use one like this,
or create your own:
www.ecoexplorers.com.au/downloads/freeaustralian-scavenger-hunt-print-out/

Day 4 - Take micro photos – Appreciate the details by
taking photos of the small wonders on your next walk,
in your garden or around your house.
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NAVIGATE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH TRAIL
WEEK ONE - GET INTO NATURE

Day 5 - Eat Fresh – make a meal using a range of
fresh fruit and vegetables to nourish your body and
mind. Head to eatforhealth.gov.au to find out more.

Day 6 - Get into the garden – there are positive mental
health benefits in getting your hands into the soil –
plant something new, tend to plants you have, mulch
the garden, or simply water the indoor plants!

Day 7 - Care for your environment – you can use your
time outdoors to clean up the environment around you.
Use gloves and bags to collect rubbish in your
neighbourhood, and don’t forget to wash your hands
Follow @trashgather on Facebook to join a
likeminded community
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NAVIGATE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH TRAIL
WEEK TWO - GET CREATIVE

Getting creative boosts mood and reduces anxiety and stress
and can create a mindful state that helps us to relax. It is about
the hobbies and tasks we do that inspire us and give us joy. It’s
about doing something just for us and placing our focus in
creating something good. What will you get creative with this
week?
Day 8 - Engage in creative mindfulness – many
creative activities are great mindfulness activities,
Colouring in, writing, crafting, music, baking...
We have also provided some colouring in in this Guide!

Day 9 - Make art for your neighbourhood – we can lift
the spirits of those around us by sharing our creativity –
do a chalk drawing in your driveway, paint a stone for
others to find, or create a poster to put in your window!

Day 10 – Make time for creativity - Routine is important
during lockdown, but make sure to schedule in time for
the things you love to do – like getting creative!
Today we invite you to join the online art session from
Woden Arts.
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NAVIGATE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH TRAIL
WEEK TWO - GET CREATIVE

Day 11 - Share something creative with a friend –
creating for or with a friend is a great way to show you
care. Post or drop off a contact free handmade gift, do
an online art workshop with a mate or three, or ask a
family member to teach you a new skill.

Day 12 - Enjoy the creativity of others – read a book,
listen to music, watch a play or view some fine art on
a virtual tour. There are so many ways to enjoy
creativity, what did you choose to enjoy?

Day 13 – Take a photo - record a place, person or
object that has special meaning to you to, as an act of
gratitude, mindfulness and creativity.

Day 14 - Start a gratitude journal – practicing gratitude
has some wonderful benefits, such as increasing our
long-term happiness and even improving our sleep!
You can keep a written journal, a visual journal or
even use a Gratitude Journal app – whatever works
for you.
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NAVIGATE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH TRAIL
WEEK THREE - GET MOVING

When you get moving you are looking after your physical health
– but did you know you are also looking after your mental health
too? Movement and exercise are great to help feelings of
anxiety and depression as they naturally help you relax and
boost your mood through greater brain activity, energy and
release feel good chemicals such as serotonin. What movement
will you do this week?
Day 15 - Let’s Dance – find an online tutorial, hold a
dance off with household members – or just dance by
yourself around the kitchen! You can also join the
Unstoppable.org movement and share your moves!

Day 16 - Try something new – try a new exercise or
movement activity today, variety in the way we move
helps keep us motivated and enjoying exercise is key
to continuing it.

Day 17 – Have a laugh – good for the body and mind!
Have a good laugh – watch a comedy show, funny
movie or play some fun games with friends, be silly
with the kids and share a joke or two.
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NAVIGATE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH TRAIL
WEEK THREE - GET MOVING

Day 18 - Go for a walk – walking is a great source of
movement for all levels of fitness, and great to with
members of your household. Check out
canberratracks.act.gov.au and walkcanberra.com
to find a new route in your local area.
(Walking can be adapted based on your mobility, find a way to get out on
the trail that best suits you.)

Day 19 - Restore – activities like yoga or taichi are
good for movement and mindfulness, they help restore
your body, and calm a busy mind.

Day 20 - Have an early night – a good night's sleep is
really important for your mental health and wellbeing.

Day 21 - Take some Rest – part of moving is knowing
when, and how to rest. This is true for life too. Take
time to recover and recoup. Take a bath, get a
massage or start a daily mindfulness routine - there
are some great mindfulness apps such as:
smilingmind.com.au
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NAVIGATE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH TRAIL
WEEK FOUR - GET CONNECTED

Getting connected is a great benefit to your mental health and
wellbeing! While we are physically distanced, we need to make
sure we stay socially connected to our friends, family,
colleagues and community. Social connection boosts mood,
empathy, self-esteem, social skills and reduces anxiety and
loneliness. Who will you connect with this week?
Day 22 - Write a note – Use the community note
template on the back of this Guide to share a message
of hope with a neighbour or loved one – lets spread joy
via mailboxes!

Day 23 - Phone a friend – support each other by
staying connected. Whether you do a video or voice
call, you can share a cuppa, a meal or just talk about
your day. Who will you call today?

Day 24 - Volunteer – if you can, consider how you can
support your wider community. Donating your time
helps spread the load of caring for the vulnerable in
our community, and there are often even ways you
can help from home, Head to volunteeringact.org.au
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NAVIGATE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH TRAIL
WEEK FOUR - GET CONNECTED

Day 25 - Games night – whether in your household or
online, enjoying games together is a great bonding
experience, and a chance for some fun!

Day 26 - Walk and talk – combine your daily exercise
with a good chat. This can be with a member of your
household, your COVID bubble person or dial a friend
or family member you can’t yet see in person for a
catch-up.

Day 27 - Have a picnic – spend time outdoors with
your household or others in your region. Have a
driveway picnic, send a box of goodies to someone
you can’t yet see in person to remind them you care.
(please check ACT COVID-19 restrictions in place at the time)

Day 28 - Seek help – if you have found that you are
struggling at this time, there are people to support you.
You can call Lifeline 24/7 on 13 11 14
Get in touch with a community mental health service:
www.health.act.gov.au/services-and-programs/mentalhealth/support-and-counselling-services
navigator.mhcv.org.au/
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TALK

When you’re going through a
difficult time, or have feelings of
anxiety or depression, or thoughts
of suicide, talking about it can be
hard. But going through it alone
can be even harder.
Support from your friends, family and health professionals will
help. Start with finding someone you trust, and who you feel will
be understanding. This can be a professional if you don’t feel
ready to talk to those close to you yet.
When you are ready to, only share as much as you are ready
to, you are in control of how much you share. When speaking to
a health professional, it helps to be open about what you are
thinking and feeling, and how it impacts your daily life.

Head to Beyond Blue for more resources on talking about your
mental health with others:
www.beyondblue.org.au/get-support/have-the-conversation/talkabout-it
www.beyondblue.org.au/get-support/have-the-conversation/knowyour-options
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SUPPORT

If you have someone in your life that
you are worried about, it can be
difficult to know what to say and where
to start the conversation. It's usually
as simple as asking them how they
are going.
It's important that this is done in an environment that is
supportive of the conversation, without distraction. Make sure
that your conversation respects the need for privacy too.
The next step is taking time to listen. Patience and having an
open mind ensure there is no need to rush or sense of
judgement. Allow time for silence and encourage explanations
where needed.
Consider how you can encourage them to take the next step
and seek support, if they seem ready. Appreciate that they will
need social support as they start their journey of recovery. You
can line up a time to check-in and have another chat or get in
touch afterwards to let them know you care.

Head to RUOK and Beyond Blue for more resources on
supporting someone in their mental health journey:
www.ruok.org.au/how-to-ask
www.beyondblue.org.au/the-facts/supporting-someone
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NAVIGATE

If you, or someone you know, is ready
to seek help – where do you start?
The best place to start is to talk to
your GP, as they are equipped to
offer advice on treatments, support
services and other options.
The Community Mental Health Sector is full of service providers
and programs that often accept self-referrals for their services
or can be referred to by your GP or other specialist also. There
are also a range of online portals, assessment tools and
directories that can help you better understand your needs and
where to go for support.
Online Portals/Directories:
www.beyondblue.org.au/get-support/find-a-professional
vc-act.mycommunitydirectory.com.au
www.communityservices.act.gov.au
directory.wayahead.org.au
headtohealth.gov.au
cnct.directory
Self-Assessment:
www.beyondblue.org.au/get-support/newaccess
onlineclinic.blackdoginstitute.org.au/?s=w
moodgym.com.au
www.mycompass.org.au

If you are in crisis, please call 000 or Lifeline 13 11 14
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Hi, How are you going?
My name is

Let me know if I can help. I am here...
I am here if you need someone to talk to
I am here if you need help with errands
I am here if
You can reach me:
Address:

Phone:

#mentalhealthmonthact
#MHMACT2020
www.mentalhealthmonthact.org

